Dosenspezialist GmbH · Pfullendorfer Straße 83 · 99867 Gotha · Germany

General info sheet for foam inlay for tin boxes
Dear customers,
to be able to work optimally on your inquiry, we ask to us some baseline data, at best also
with sketch/ drawing.
- the minimum order quantity of foam: 300 pieces or an order value for approx. 250€
- the delivery time with punching will take about 3 – 4 weeks
- for foam inlay with punching result additional tooling costs
- ground foam inserts must be basically at least 5 mm high and 10 mm wide between single
punching and the same in case of margin width (space between margin width of tin box and
single punching has to be also 10mm).
- please inform us of the other whether you wish a 1-part foam insert (only base ground
foam), a 2-part insert set (ground foam + foam inlay with punching for product) or a 3-part
insert set (ground foam + foam inlay with punching for product + thin cover foam for the
top)
- we offer all foam inserts only in the anthracite tone
- Release drawings and foam pattern witch punching before placing of order will be extra
charged.
We ask for your understanding that preparing of the offer can take some days
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Overview of necessary basic data (please, mark where applicable)

Dosenspezialist GmbH · Pfullendorfer Straße 83 · 99867 Gotha · Germany

Item of tin box/ size of tin box:
Quantity:
Number of the desired foam inserts:
(1-part, 2-part, 3-part insert set)
Dimensions of 1st insert (ground foam):
Dimensions of 2nd insert
(foam with punching):
Dimensions of 3rd insert
(thin cover foam):
Number of the desired punching:

For which product/ which products:
Dimension of the product:
(Please give length x width x height. )
If possibly please send a sketch or
drawing!
Order of the products in the foam inlay
(crosswise, along, diagonally, side by
side,…)
Please, send us a sketch or unequivocal
description!
Material wish:
DSM2550 (large-pored, soft material)
DSH35100 (fine pored, more firm
material)
All inserts are delivered loose, unassembled and unglued together.
Packaging of the foam inlay against surcharge possibly.
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